
Brew
Better
Coffee

Tips to help you extract 
more flavors and less 

bitterness from your grounds. 



Beat
Bitterness
Small steps that will make a noticeable 
difference in your cup quality.

Let’s start with a taste test.
What flavors do you usually 
taste in your cup?

Sour, astringent, 
or sharp flavor?
Under Extraction

Bitter, dry, or burnt tasting?
Over Extraction

Sweet, clarity, balanced, 
& lasting taste?
The Perfect Cup



Start with fresh whole beans.
Exposure to oxygen causes coffee to lose its flavor.

For optimal taste, buy freshly roasted beans. Brew 5-14 days 
after the roast date to allow degassing. Whole bean coffee 
maintains its freshness longer. Therefore, we recommend 

grinding as needed to maintain freshness. 
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We roast your coffee only when you order, delivering it to 
your door within the optimal time for delicious brewing. 



Use the proper grind size.
If your coffee is too bitter or sour, it may be a size issue. 

Finer grinds will extract faster. Coarser grinds extract  
much slower. Here’s is a quick guide on grind sizes:
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Pour-over
Medium/Beach Sand

Aeropress®

Med Fine/Table Salt

French Press
Coarse/Sea Salt

Drip Coffee (coffee pot) 
Medium/Beach Sand



1:15 
Bold & robust  

1:16 
Mildly intense & more clarity

1:17 
Palatable, chuggable, simply delicious

Brew with ratios.
Controlling the coffee to water ratio will help  

you consistently brew your best cup.  
Here is a good starting place:
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Not using a scale? Start here and adjust as desired:  
1Tbs coffee for every 4oz of water

OUR
PICK



Happy  
Brewing!

Now that you have some new techniques, time to brew up 
deliciousness. Have fun! Once you get in a groove, coffee 

brewing can be very therapeutic. If not, at least you will have a 
better-tasting cup. 

Here’s a treat for you:

Shop now at foreignfriendcoffee.com

10% off
any bag of coffee

Use code: BREWBETTER at checkout! 

*Code only valid for one-time use.

https://foreignfriendcoffee.com/discount/BREWBETTER


Friends  
don’t let friends  
drink stale coffee
Know a fr iend in need of good coffee?
Send them to foreignfriendcoffee.com


